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TIPO 89 - 89mm Downlight
Lamps
ODL89/110

ODL89/113

ODL89/118

((1 x 10W))

((1 x 13W))

((1 x 18W))

Bezel

/OE

/RSG1
/RSG
/R
SG1
SG
1

(Open - Standard)

(Outer Etched Halo Glass)

Control Gear
/HF

/HFDAL

/HFDIG

/HFDIM

(Fixed Output High Frequency)
(Standard)

(DALI Dimming)

(Digital Dimming)

(1-10V Dimming)

Integral Gear

TIPO 89 Series Specification
The TIPO 89 is an 89mm diameter compact fluorescent
downlighter, it is available with an open reflector, sealed to
IP44/IP54 or see attachments listed below.

Integral gear

2 metre

135

Various lamp options are available and where there is a
depth restriction the control gear can be mounted in a
remote housing. Suffix /GBR.**

supply lead

(Standard)
(Integral Gear)
High frequency control
gear only.
R
Recess depth of 135mm.

/GBR **

10

(Remote Control Gear)
Dim
Dimming options on the TIPO
ran are remotely mounted.
range
R
Recess depth of 155mm.

Available Attachments:
ø70

/RSG /RSG1 /SZ /SZ1 /SZ2 (See Page 09 for Images)

cut-out

ø89

Bezel Finish Options:

bezel

/WH (White)

/CH (Chrome)

(Standard)

Emergency O
Options

/SP
(Any RAL Colour)

/3RM

/3ST

Remotely mounted 3 hour
emergency invertor with
batteries & green LED.
Not Self Test.

3 hour emergency invertor
with batteries & green LED.
Self Test Option. Please
enquire for details.

Subject to minimum quantity.

To specify a TIPO 89, 1 x 13W, high frequency, with a
white bezel and etched halo drop glass:
ODL89/113/RSG1/HF/WH
Ref No.
ODL89
ODL89
ODL89

Wattage
1 x 10W
1 x 13W
1 x 18W

Lamp Type
PLC
PLC/PLT
PLC/PLT

/HF

/HFDAL /HFDIG /HFDIM
**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

/OE

Glass

/IP44

/IP54

Emergency *

* Remotely mounted emergency. Suffix /3RM (NOT SELF TEST) or /3ST for Self Test.
** Access to void space required as remote dimming ballast is larger than luminaire cut-out diameter.

LUMITRON 02

TIPO 110 - 110mm Downlight
Lamps
ODL110/113 ODL110/118 ODL110/126
(1 x 13W)

(1 x 18W)

(1 x 26W)

Bezel Finish

/WH
/W
H

/CHR
/C
HR

(White Bezel - Standard)
ard)

(Chrome Bezel)

/AB
/A
B
(Brushed Aluminium Bezel)

Control Gear
/HF

/HFDAL

/HFDIG

/HFDIM

(Fixed Output High Frequency)
(Standard)

(DALI Dimming)

(Digital Dimming)

(1-10V Dimming)

Integral

Remote Gear
/GBR
170

2 metre

supply lead

ø95

25 max

152

25 max

Integral gear

Dimming

2m
lead

(Remote Control Gear)
Dimming options on the TIPO range are
remotely mounted.
Recess depth of 170mm.

ø95

cut-out

cut-out

ø110

ø110

bezel

bezel

Emergency O
E
Options
ti
/3RM

/3ST

Remotely mounted 3 hour emergency invertor with batteries &
green LED. Not Self Test.

3 hour emergency invertor with batteries & green LED.
Self Test Option. Please enquire for details.
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TIPO 110 - 110mm Multi-Bezel Attachments
Attachments

/T
/T03
T03

/T04
/T
04

/DG2

IP54/BR
IP54
IP
54/
54
4/B
/BR
/BR

(Clear Halo Ring)

(Blue Halo Ring)

(Dropped
(D
Dropped Glass - /WH Only)

(Sealed Opal Domed Glass)

/IPDC (Clear) /IPDR (Red) /IPFW (White) /IPFR (Red) /RWC (Clear) /R
/RWR
/RW
WR (Red)
/IPDG (Green) /IPDB (Blue) /IPFG (Green) /IPFB (Blue) /RWG (Green) /RWB (Blue)

/OCC (Clear) /
/OCR
OCR (Red)
/OCG (Green) /OCB (Blue)

/WW

/IP54/SZ

/IP54/SZ1

(Wall Washer)

(Clear Sealed Glass)

(Etched Sealed Glass)

TIPO 110 Series Specification:
The TIPO 110 is a small diameter high output luminaire with over 20 attachment options.
The Multi-Bezel system allows flexibility to interchange accessories and bezel finishes to alter appearences.
High specular anodised diamond facetted reflectors replicate the sparkle of LV lamps.
Dual air vent system optimises lamp life and perfomance.
30 minute fire rated version available. Suffix /FR30
To specify a TIPO 110 with a 1 x 18W lamp, remotely mounted High Frequency DALI Dimming Ballast with a Chrome Bezel and
Blue Halo Ring:
ODL110/118/CHR/HFDAL/GBR/T04

Ref No.
ODL110
ODL110
ODL110
ODL110

Wattage
1 x 10W
1 x 13W
1 x 18W
1 x 26W

Lamp Type
PLC
PLC/PLT
PLC/PLT
PLC/PLT

HF

HFDAL

HFDIG

HFDIM Gear Box Remote
Required for Dimming
Required for Dimming
Required for Dimming
Required for Dimming

EM *

Attachments

**

* Remotely mounted emergency. Suffix /3RM (NOT SELF TEST) or /3ST for Self Test.
** 26W lamp not for use with attachments IP54/SZI or /WW.

LUMITRON 04

TIPO 130 - 130mm Downlight
Lamps
ODL130/110

ODL130/113

ODL130/118

ODL130/126

ODL130/132

(1 x 10W)

(1 x 13W)

(1 x 18W)

(1 x 26W)

(1 x 32W)

Bezel Finish

/WH

/CHR

(White Bezel - Standard)
ard)

((Chrome Bezel)

/AB
/A
B
(Brushed Aluminium Bezel)

Control Gear
/HF

/HFDAL

/HFDIG

/HFDIM

(Fixed Output High Frequency)
(Standard)

(DALI Dimming)

(Digital Dimming)

(1-10V Dimming)

Integral

Remote Gear
/GBR
198

supply lead

25 max

2 metre

25 max

180

Integral gear

Dimming

2m
lead

(Remote Control Gear)
Dimming options on the TIPO range
are remotely mounted.
Recess depth of 198mm.

ø110

ø110

cut-out

cut-out

ø130

ø130

bezel

bezel

Emergency Options
/3RM

/3ST

Remotely mounted 3 hour emergency invertor with batteries &
green LED. Not Self Test.

3 hour emergency invertor with batteries & green LED.
Self Test Option. Please enquire for details.
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TIPO 130 - 130mm Multi-Bezel Attachments
Attachments

/T
/T03
T03

/T04
/T
04

/DG2

IP54/BR
IP54
IP
54/
54
4/B
/BR
/BR

(Clear Halo Ring)

(Blue Halo Ring)

(Dropped
(D
Dropped Glass - /WH Only)

(Sealed Opal Domed Glass)

/IPDC (Clear) /IPDR (Red) /IPFW (White) /IPFR (Red) /RWC (Clear) /R
/RWR
/RW
WR (Red)
/IPDG (Green) /IPDB (Blue) /IPFG (Green) /IPFB (Blue) /RWG (Green) /RWB (Blue)

/OCC (Clear) /
/OCR
OCR (Red)
/OCG (Green) /OCB (Blue)

/WW

/IP54/SZ

/IP54/SZ1

(Wall Washer)

(Clear Sealed Glass)

(Etched Sealed Glass)

TIPO 130 Series Specification:
The TIPO 130 is the largest of the TIPO range, however at only 130mm overall, this is a versatile luminaire available as open,
sealed to IP44/IP54 or see range of attachments above.
The reflector incorporates high quality diamond facets, these facets help limit glare, a benefit when using high output lamp
options. The body’s dual air vent system optimises lamp life and performance.
Various lamp options up to the 32W PLT offer the opportunity to specify a small diameter luminaire with a high output. The
TIPO 130 is supplied as standard with integral high frequency fixed output ballast or with remotely mounted dimming.
To specify a 1 x 18W, High Frequency DALI Dimming TIPO 130 with a White Bezel and Wall Washer:
ODL130/118/WH/HFDAL/GBR/WW

Ref No.
ODL130
ODL130
ODL130
ODL130
ODL130

Wattage
1 x 10W
1 x 13W
1 x 18W
1 x 26W
1 x 32W

Lamp Type
PLC
PLC/PLT
PLC/PLT
PLC/PLT
PLT

HF

HFDAL

HFDIG

HFDIM Gear Box Remote

Emergency *

Attachments

Required for Dimming
Required for Dimming
Required for Dimming
Required for Dimming
Required for Dimming

* Remotely mounted emergency. Suffix /3RM (NOT SELF TEST) or /3ST for Self Test.

LUMITRON 06

DLN192 - 192mm Downlight
Lamps
DLN192/113 DLN192/118 DLN192/126 DLN192/132 DLN192/142 DLN192/213 DLN192/218 DLN192/226
(1 x 13W)

(1 x 18W)

(1 x 26W)

(1 x 32W)

(1 x 42W)

(2 x 13W)

(2 x 18W)

(2 x 26W)

Reflector

/SL

/DI

(Vertical Facetted)

(Diamond Facetted)

/PS

/SE
/S
E

((Highly
g y Polished Specular)
p
)

(Satin Etched)

Control Gear
The DLN192 is a fixed bezel downlight There are three
optional factory fitted attachments available. See page 09.

DLN192 & DLN195 Specification:

DLN192 available in 3 finishes:
/WH (White)

/CHR (Chrome)

(Standard)

High efficiency with DLOR of upto 75%.

/SP

/AB

Bezel Diameter: 192mm - Fixed Bezel
195mm - Multi-Bezel

(Any RAL Colour)

(Brushed Aluminium)

Die-cast bezel finished RAL9010 Finetex 20% gloss.

DLN195 Series 195mm Multi-Bezel:

Wide variety of lamp options.
Diamond facetted reflectors (/DI & /ZK) are low
brightness and are ideal for use in office enviroments.
Emergency versions are manufactured in accordance with
ICEL 1004:2003.
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Subject to minimum quantity.

The Multi-Bezel range comes complete with a removeable
bezel system that allows a wide variety of decorative
attachments to be fitted. The range of attachements can
be found on page 09 and 10.
To specify a DLN195 series with a diamond facetted
reflector, remotely mounted control gear, high frequency
DALI ballast for 2x26W lamps with Multi-Bezel and etched
halo drop glass:
DLN195/226/ZK/HFDAL/GBR/RSG1

DLN195 - 195mm Multi-Bezel Downlight
Lamps
DLN195/113 DLN195/118 DLN195/126 DLN195/132 DLN195/142 DLN195/213 DLN195/218 DLN195/226
(1 x 13W)

(1 x 18W)

(1 x 26W)

(1 x 32W)

(1 x 42W)

(2 x 13W)

(2 x 18W)

(2 x 26W)

Reflector

/SL
/S
L

/DI

(Vertical Facetted)

(Diamond Facetted)

/PS

/SE

(Highly Polished Specular)

(Satin Etched)

Control Gear
/HF

/HFDAL

/HFDIG

/HFDIM

(Fixed Output High Frequency)
(Standard)

(DALI Dimming)

(Digital Dimming)

(1-10V Dimming)

Integral or Remote Gear
Integral gear

/GBR
2 metre

40 max

supply lead

105 Slimline

Remote gear

2 metre

40 max

145 Integral Gear

(Standard)
(Integral Gear)
Recess depth of 145mm.

supply lead

ø176

ø176

cut-out

/GBR must be specified if
remote gear is required.

cut-out

ø192

ø195

ø192

ø195

Fixed bezel

Multi-bezel

Fixed bezel

Multi-bezel

(Remote Control Gear)
Ideal for shallow ceiling
voids.
Recess depth of 105mm.

Emergency Options
/3RM

/3ST

Remotely mounted 3 hour emergency invertor with batteries &
green LED. Not Self Test.

3 hour emergency invertor with batteries & green LED.
Self Test Option. Please enquire for details.

LUMITRON 08

DLN192 Fixed Attachments
DLN195 Multi-Bezel Attachments
DLN192 Attachments

/IP65
/IP6
/I
P65
5

/FC
/F
C

/IP54
/IP5
54 OPR
OP

/K1
/K
K1

(IP65 Glass)

(For /SL Reflector Only))

(Forr /SL Reflector Only
Only)
y)

(Kick Reflector for /SL Only)

DLN195 Attachments

/RSG

/RSG1

/RSG3

/SZ

(Outer Etched Drop Glass))

(Etched
(Etc
ched Halo Drop Glass
Glass)
s)

(Clear
(Cle
ear Halo Drop Glass)

(Clear Drop Glass)

/IP54
/IP5
P54
4 SZ
SZ

/IP54
/IP5
P54
4 SZ1
SZ1

/IP54
4 SZ2

/IP54 PC

(IP54 Clear Glass)

(I(IP54
P54 Etched Glass)

(IP54
4 Inner Etched Glass)
Glasss)

(IP5
54 Clear Polycarbonate)
(IP54

/SIPER RSG

/SIPER RSG1

(Siper Outer Etched Drop Glass) (Siper Etched Halo Drop Glass)

/SIPER RSG3

/SIPER SZ

(Siper Halo Drop Glass)

(Siper Clear Drop Glass)

Attachments:
The DLN192 attachments are factory fitted and are not changeable.
The DLN195 series offers greater flexibility with a larger range of attachments. These attachments can easily be changed after
installation. The fitting can therefore take on a whole new apprearance to suit the needs of changing tenants.
All drop glass attachments are provided with spacers. A rating of IP44 can be achieved by removing the spacers and applying the
glass (except halo styles) directly onto the bezel.
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DLN195 Multi-Bezel Attachments
DLN195 Attachment Fixings:
Attachments are available with either flat stud fixings or
conical stud fixings. Attachments will be supplied as
standard with flat stud fixings if not specified.

/FS (Flat Stud Fixing)

/CF (Conical Stud Fixing)

DLN195 Attachments

/SZ1

/SZ2

/SZ3

/FL
/F
L

(Etched Drop Glass)

(Inner
(Inn
ner Etched Drop Glass
Glass)
s)

(Printed Glass)

(Fresnel Lens)

/U
UFO B
/UFO

/U
FO R
/UFO

/I
IP5
P54
4 OP
/IP54
(IP54 Polycarbonate)

/UFO
/U
FO C

crylic Disc with Reflec
ctor) (Red Ac
crylic Disc with Reflector)
(Etched G
Glass Disc with Reflec
Reflector)
ctor) (Blue Ac
Acrylic
Reflector)
Acrylic

/SIPER SZ1

/SIPERR SZ2

/T03
/T
03

/T04

(Siper Etched Drop Glass)

(Siper Inner Etched Drop Glass)

(Clear Halo Ring)

(Blue Halo Ring)

/SIPER B

/SIPER G

/SIPER R

(Siper Blue Halo Drop Glass)

(Siper Green Halo Drop Glass)

(Siper Red Halo Drop Glass)

LUMITRON 10

DLN237 - 237mm Downlight
Lamps
p
DLN237/118 DLN237/126
(1 x 18W)

DLN237/142 DLN237/218 DLN237/226 DLN237/232 DLN237/242

DLN237/132

(1 x 26W)

(1 x 32W)

(1 x 42W)

(2 x 18W)

(2 x 26W)

(2 x 32W)

(2 x 42W)

Reflector
Ref
flector

/SL

/DI

(Vertical Facetted)

(Diamond Facetted)

/PS

/SE

(Highly Polished Specular)

(Satin Etched)

Control Gear
/HF

/HFDAL

/HFDIG

/HFDIM

(Fixed Output High Frequency)
(Standard)

(DALI Dimming)

(Digital Dimming)

(1-10V Dimming)

Integral or Remote Gear
/GBR

Integral gear
2 metre
supply lead

164 Slimline

Remote gear

2 metre
supply lead

35 max

35 max

209 Integral Gear

(Standard)
(Integral Gear)
Recess depth of 209mm.

ø222

(Remote Control Gear)
Ideal for shallow ceiling
voids.
Recess depth of 164mm
/GBR must be
specified if remote
gear is required.

ø222

cut-out

cut-out

ø237

ø237

bezel

bezel

Emergency Options
/3RM

/3ST

Remotely mounted 3 hour emergency invertor with batteries &
green LED. Not Self Test.

3 hour emergency invertor with batteries & green LED.
Self Test Option. Please enquire for details.
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DLN237 - 237mm Fixed Attachments
Attachments

/RSG

/SZ

/RSG3

/SZ2
/S
Z2

(Outer Etched Drop Glass)

(Clear Drop Glass)

(Clear Halo Drop Glass)

(Inner Etched Drop Glass)

/RSG1

/SZ1

/FC

/SIPER RSG3

(Etched Halo Drop Glass)

(Etched Drop Glass)

(Four Cell)

(Siper Clear Halo Drop Glass)

/UFO B

/UFO G

/UFO C
(Etched Glass Disc & Reflector)

/IP65

(Blue Acrylic Disc & Reflector)
or) (Gr
(Green
reen Acrylic Disc & Reflector
Reflector)
r)

(IP65 Glass)

/HDI

/IP54 OP

/IP54
/IP5
/I
P54
P5
4

/RT or /RT LV

(Etched Halo Glass & Reflector)

(IP54 Polycarbonate)

(IP54 Glass)

(6 Cell or 6 Cell with LV)

DLN237 Specification:

DLN237 Attachment Fixings:

High efficiency with DLOR of upto 73%.

Attachments are available with either flat stud fixings or
conical stud fixings. Attachments will be supplied as standard
with flat stud fixings if not specified.

Bezel Diameter: 237mm.
Die-cast bezel finished RAL9010 Finetex 20% gloss.
Wide variety of lamp options/sizes.
Diamond facetted reflectors (/DI) are low brightness and are
ideal for use in office enviroments.
Emergency versions are manufactured in accordance with
ICEL 1004:2003.
To specify a DLN237 series with a highly polished specular
reflector, integral digital dimming control gear for 2 x 32W
lamps and inner etched drop glass attachment:
DLN237/232/PS/HFDIG/SZ2

/FS (Flat Stud Fixing)

/CF (Conical Stud Fixing)

Bezels available in 4 finishes:
/WH (White)

/CHR (Chrome)

(Standard)

/SP

/AB

(Any RAL Colour)

(Brushed Aluminium)

Subject to minimum quantity.

LUMITRON 12

DLN295 - 295mm Downlight
Lamps
DLN295/126 DLN295/132 DLN295/142 DLN295/226 DLN295/232 DLN295/242 DLN295/160 DLN295/185
(1 x 26W)

(1 x 32W)

(2 x 26W)

(1 x 42W)

(2 x 32W)

(2 x 42W)

(1 x 60W)

(1 x 85W)

Reflector

/DI

/RT or /RTLV
(6 Cell or 6 Cell with LV)

(Diamond Facetted)

Control Gear
/HF

/HFDAL

/HFDIG

/HFDIM

(Fixed Output High Frequency)
(Standard)

(DALI Dimming)

(Digital Dimming)

(1-10V Dimming)

Integral or Remote Gear
/GBR

Integral gear

Remote gear

supply lead

ø260

cut-out
PLC/PLT Lamps

supply lead

35 max

2 metre

192 Slimline

2 metre

35 max

235 Integral Gear

(Standard)
(Integral Gear)
Recess depth of
235mm.

ø265

/GBR must be
specified if remote
gear is required.
ø260

cut-out
PLH Lamps

(Remote Control
Gear)
Ideal for shallow
ceiling voids.
Recess depth of
192mm.

cut-out
PLC/PLT Lamps

ø295

ø295

bezel

bezel

ø265

cut-out
PLH Lamps

Emergency Options
/3RM

/3ST

Remotely mounted 3 hour emergency invertor with batteries &
green LED. Not Self Test.

3 hour emergency invertor with batteries & green LED.
Self Test Option. Please enquire for details.
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DLN295 - 295mm Fixed Attachments
Attachments

/T03
(Clear Halo Ring)

/RSG

/RSG1

/RSG3

(Outer Etched Drop Glass)

(Etched Halo Drop Glass)

(Clear Halo Drop Glass)

/SZ

/SZ1

/SZ2

(Etched Drop Glass)

(Inner Etched Drop Glass)

(Clear Drop Glass)

DLN295 Specification:

DLN295 Attachment Fixings:

High efficiency with DLOR of upto 81%.

Attachments are available with either flat stud fixings or
conical stud fixings. Attachments will be supplied as
standard with flat stud fixings if not specified.

Bezel Diameter: 295mm.
Die-cast bezel finished RAL9010 Finetex 20% gloss.
Wide variety of lamp options/sizes.

/FS (Flat Stud Fixing)

Super pure aluminium reflector with 2 stage reflector to minimise
inter lamp absorbtion.

/CF (Conical Stud Fixing)

Emergency versions are manufactured in accordance with
ICEL 1004:2003.
To specify a DLN295 series with integral high frequency ballast for
a 1 x 85W PLH lamp as an open fitting:
DLN295/185/DI/HF
Ref No.
DLN295
DLN295
DLN295
DLN295
DLN295
DLN295
DLN295
DLN295

Wattage
1 x 26W
1 x 32W
1 x 42W
2 x 26W
2 x 32W
2 x 42W
1 x 60W
1 x 85W

Lamp Type
PLC/PLT
PLT
PLT
PLC/PLT
PLT
PLT
PLH
PLH

HF

HFDAL

HFDIG

HFDIM

EM*

Attachments

* Remotely mounted emergency. Suffix /3RM (NOT SELF TEST) or /3ST for Self Test.

LUMITRON 14

DLK244 & DLK280 - 244/280mm Square Downlighs
Lamps

Lamps

DLK244/126 DLK244/132 DLK244/142
((1 x 26W))

DLK280/226 DLK280/232 DLK280/242

((1 x 42W))

((1 x 32W))

((2 x 26W))

((2 x 32W))

Reflector

((2 x 42W))

Reflector

/SE

/SE

(Satin Etched)

(Satin Etched)

Control Gear
/HF

/HFDAL

/HFDIG

/HFDIM

(Fixed Output High Frequency)
(Standard)

(DALI Dimming)

(Digital Dimming)

(1-10V Dimming)

Remote/Integral Gear

2 metre

supply lead

(Standard)
(Integral Gear)
Recess depth of
210mm.

/GBR
(Remote Control
Gear)
Recess depth of
185mm.

35 max

210 Integral Gear

35 max

2 metre

185 Remote Gear

supply lead

150 Remote Gear

/GBR
(Remote Control
Gear)
Recess depth of
150mm.

Integral gear

Integral gear

192 Integral Gear

(Standard)
(Integral Gear)
Recess depth of
192mm.

Remote/Integral Gear

210 x 210

245 x 245

cut-out

cut-out

244 x 244

280 x 280

bezel

bezel

Emergency Options
/3RM

/3ST

Remotely mounted 3 hour emergency invertor with batteries &
green LED. Not Self Test.

3 hour emergency invertor with batteries & green LED.
Self Test Option. Please enquire for details.
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DKW244 - 244mm Square Wall Washer
DLK244, DLK280 & DKW244 - Fixed Attachments
Wall Washer Option
DKW244/126

DKW244/132

DKW244/142

(1 x 26W)

(1 x 32W)

(1 x 42W)

Integral gear
2 metre
70 max

120

supply lead

215 x 215
cut-out

244 x 244
bezel

Integral gear Only

Attachments

/EIG

/CLG

/EOG

(Etched Inner Glass)

(Clear Glass)

(Etched Outer Glass)

DLK244 & DLK 280 Specification:
Die-cast bezel finished RAL9010 Finetex 20% gloss.
Wide variety of lamp options/sizes.
Emergency versions are manufactured in accordance with ICEL 1004:2003
All drop glass attachments are provided with spacers. A rating of IP44 can be achieved by removing the spacers and applying
the glass directly onto the bezel.
To Specify a DLK 280mm square, 2x26W lamps, with Satin Etched Reflector, High Frequency with Etched Inner Glass:
DLK280/226/SE/HF/EIG

Ref No.
DLK244
DLK244
DLK244
DLK280
DLK280
DLK280
DKW244
DKW244
DKW244

Wattage
1 x 26W
1 x 32W
1 x 42W
2 x 26W
2 x 32W
2 x 42W
1 x 26W
1 x 32W
1 x 42W

Lamp Type
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT

Bezel Size
244 x 244
244 x 244
244 x 244
280 x 280
280 x 280
280 x 280
244 x 244
244 x 244
244 x 244

HF

HFDAL

HFDIG

HFDIM

EM *

Attachments

* Remotely mounted emergency. Suffix /3RM (NOT SELF TEST) or /3ST for Self Test.

LUMITRON 16

DLW195 - 195mm Adjustable Wall Washer
Lamps
DLW195/126

DLW195/132

(1 x 26W)

(1 x 32W)

Reflector

(Standard)
(Diamond Facetted Reflector - Adjustable)

Control Gear
/HF

/HFDAL

/HFDIG

/HFDIM

(Fixed Output High Frequency)
(Standard)

(DALI Dimming)

(Digital Dimming)

(1-10V Dimming)

Remote Gear

Highly specular anodised diamond facetted reflector
manufactured from super-pure aluminium.

(Standard)
(Remote Control Gear)
Integral gear not available.
Recess depth of 160mm.

Remote
gear
160

Fully adjustable downlight which combines a powerful
output with the efficient, extended lamp life and economy
of a compact fluorescent.

2 metre

18 max

DLW195 Adjust Specification:

supply lead

65˚
tilt

Die-cast bezel & body finished in White RAL9010 Finetex,
20% gloss.
Emergency versions manufactured in accordance with
ICEL 1004:2003.

359˚

rotation

ø180

cut-out

To specify a DLW195 with a fixed high frequency ballast
for 1 x 26W lamp & 3 hour emergency pack:
DLW195/126/ADJ/HF/3RM
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ø195
bezel

Emergency Options
/3RM

/3ST

Remotely mounted 3 hour
emergency invertor with
batteries & green LED.
Not Self Test.

3 hour emergency with
batteries & green LED.
Self Test Option. Please
enquire for details.

DLW237 - 237mm Fixed Wall Washer
Lamps
DLW237/126

DLW237/132

DLW237/142

(1 x 26W)

(1 x 32W)

(1 x 42W)

Reflector

/PS

/IP54
/I
IP5
P54
4

(Highly Polished Specular)

(IP54 Internal Clear Glass)

Control Gear
/HF

/HFDAL

/HFDIG

/HFDIM

Fixed Output High Frequency
(Standard)

(DALI Dimming)

(Digital Dimming)

(1-10V Dimming)

Integral Gear

DLW237 Specification:
Bezel Diameter: 237mm.
Die-cast bezel finished RAL9010 Finetex 20% gloss.
.

Wide variety of lamp options/sizes.

(Standard)
(Integral Gear)
Recess depth of
220mm.

Integral gear

35 max

220

Emergency versions are manufactured in accordance
with ICEL 1004:2003.
Also available as a DLN295 Wall Washer with high
output lamps upto 2 x 42W. Diameter of 295mm,
recess depth of 258mm and Highly Polished Specular
reflector.

2 metre
supply lead

ø222
cut-out

To specify a DLW237 with a high frequency DALI
dimming ballast for 1 x 32W lamp & specular reflector:
DLW237/132/PS/HFDAL

ø237 bezel

Emergency Options
/3RM

/3ST

Remotely mounted 3 hour
emergency invertor with
batteries & green LED.
Not Self Test.

3 hour emergency invertor
with batteries & green LED.
Self Test Option. Please
enquire for details.
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RM130 - 130mm

RM186 - 186mm

Lamps

Lamps

RM1320T

RM1335T

(1 x 20W)

(1 x 35W)

RM1835T RM1850T RM1870T RM18100S RM18150S
(1 x 35W)

(1 x 50W)

Bezel Colour

(1 x 70W)

/AB

/WH
/
WH

/WH
/W

(White)

(White)

Control Gear

Control Gear
/ECG
(Electronic Transformer)

Remote Gear

Remote Gear

0.8m
Lead

0.8m

35 max

rotation

(Remote Control Gear)
Recess depth of 120mm.

165

/ECG
(Electronic Transformer)

359˚

(1 x 150W)

Bezel Colour

(Brushed Aluminium)

120
30 max

(1 x 100W)

(Remote Control Gear)
Recess depth of 165mm.

Lead

12V Transformer
75˚
tilt

70˚
tilt

359˚

ø115

cut-out

ø130
bezel

rotation

Masterline TC

ø172

cut-out

ø186

CDM-T

SDW-TG

bezel

RM130 Specification:

RM186 Specification:

High quality retail display luminaire.

High quality retail display feature luminaire.

Choice of reflectors to give various degree of beam angles.

Durable die-cast body finished in White RAL9010 Finetex,
20% gloss.

Durable die-cast body with toughened safety glass.
Full rotational control through 359 degress with vertical
adjustment upto 70 degrees. An internal locking
mechanism can secure vertical adjustment to any preset
position.
To optimise lamp life, the RM130 is supplied with in-line
electronic control gear.
The twist and lock facia is easily removed for lamp
replacement.
Full electronic photometric data available.

Full rotaional control with vertical adjustment to any
pre-set position.
The front facia is easily removed for lamp replacement.
To optimise lamp life, the RM186 is supplied complete
with in-line electronic control gear.
Sealed safety glass allows use in food preperation or
serving areas.
Enclosed rear chamber conforms to BS60598-2.2
1997.2.11.
Full electronic photometric data available.
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RM195 - 195mm
Lamps

Lamps

RM1935T

RM1970T

RM1935R

RM1970R

(1 x 35W)

(1 x 70W)

(1 x 35W)

(1 x 70W)

Bezel

Bezel

Specifications
RM130 Series
Ref No.
Wattage Lamp 10º 20º 30º 60º Control Gear
RM1320T 1 x 20W CDM-TC
Electronic
RM
RM1335T 1 x 35W CDM-TC
Electronic
To
T
o specify a RM130 series luminaire in brushed aluminium for
a 20W CDM-TC lamp, 30º beam angle and electronic control
ge
e
gear:
RM1320T/AB/ECG/30
R
RM

R
RM186 Series
/WH

/WH

(White)

(White)

Re No.
Ref
RM1835T
RM
RM
RM1850T
RM1870T
RM18100S
RM18150S

Control Gear

Wattage Lamp Type
1 x 35W CDM-T
1 x 50W CDM-T
1 x 70W CDM-T
1 x 100W SDW-TG
1 x 150W SDW-TG

Colour
White
White
White
White
White

Control Gear
Electronic
Electronic
Electronic
Electronic
Electronic

To specify a RM186 series luminaire in white with 70W CDM-T
lamp and electronic control gear:

/ECG
(Electronic Transformer)

RM1870T/WH/ECG

Integral Gear

178

40 max

Integral gear

359˚

(Integral Gear)
Recess depth of 178mm.

2 metre

rotation

supply lead

45˚
tilt

ø176
cut-out

ø195

CDM-T

CDM-R111

bezel

RM195 Series
Ref No.
RM1935T
RM1970T
RM1935R
RM1970R

Wattage
1 x 35W
1 x 70W
1 x 35W
1 x 70W

Lamp Type
CDM-T
CDM-T
CDM-R111
CDM-R111

Colour
White
White
White
White

Control Gear
Electronic
Electronic
Electronic
Electronic

To specify a RM195 series luminaire in white with 35W CDM-T
lamp and electronic control gear:
RM1935T/WH/ECG

RM195 Specification:
High quality retail display or feature luminaire.
Anti-glare baffle.
Durable die-cast body finished in white RAL9010 Finetex,
20% gloss.
Full rotational control with vertical adjustjment to 45 degress.
The front facia is designed to allow easy removal for lamp
replacement.
Integral control gear.
Full electronic photometric data available.
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Terms & Conditions of Sale
1 Interpretation. 1.1 In these Conditions: BUYER’ means the person who accepts a quotation of the Seller for the sale of the goods or whose order for the
goods is accepted by the Seller. ‘GOODS’ means the goods (including any instalment of the goods or any parts for them) which the Seller is to supply in accordance with these Conditions. ‘SELLER’ MEANS Performance Lighting Limited registered in England under number 3273329. ‘CONDITIONS’ means the
standard terms and conditions set out in this document and (unless the context otherwise requires) includes any special terms and conditions agreed in writing
between the Buyer and Seller. ‘CONTRACT’ means the contract for the purchase and sale of the Goods. ‘WRITING’includes telex, cable, facsimile transmission, e-mail and comparable means of communication. 1.2 Any reference in these Conditions to any provision of a statute shall be construed as a reference
to that provision as amended, re-enacted or extended at the relevant time. 1.3 The headings in these Conditions are for convenience only and shall not affect
their interpretation.
2 Basis of the sale. 2.1 The Seller shall sell and the Buyer shall purchase the Goods in accordance with any written quotation of the Seller which is accepted
by the Buyer, or any written order of the Buyer which is accepted by the Seller, subject in either case to the Conditions, which shall govern the Contract to
the exclusion of any other terms and conditions subject to which any such quotation is accepted or purported to be accepted, or any such order is made or
purported to be made, by the Buyer. 2.2 No variation to these Conditions shall be binding unless agreed in writing between the authorised representatives of
the Buyer and the Seller. 2.3 The Seller’s employees or agents are not authorised to make any representations concerning the Goods unless conﬁrmed by the
Seller in writing. In entering into the Contract the Buyer acknowledges that it does not rely on any such representations which are not so conﬁrmed. 2.4 Any
advice or recommendation given by the Seller or its employees or agents to the Buyer or its employees or agents, as to the storage, application or use of the
Goods which is not conﬁrmed in writing by the Seller is followed or acted upon entirely at the Buyer’s own risk, and accordingly the Seller shall not be liable for
any such advice or recommendation which is not conﬁrmed. 2.5 Any typographical, clerical or other error or omission in any sales literature, quotation, price list,
acceptance of offer, invoice or other document or information issued by the Seller shall be subject to correction without any liability on the part of the Seller.
3 Orders and speciﬁcations. 3.1 No order submitted by the Buyer shall be deemed to be accepted by the Seller unless and until conﬁrmed in writing by the
Seller’s authorised representative. 3.2 The Buyer shall be responsible to the Seller for ensuring the accuracy of the terms of any order (including any applicable
speciﬁcation) submitted by the Buyer and for giving the Seller any necessary information relating to the Goods within a sufﬁcient time to enable the Seller to
perform the Contract in accordance with its terms. 3.3 The quantity, quality and description of and any speciﬁcation for the Goods shall be those set out in the
Seller’s quotation. 3.4 If the Goods are to be manufactured or any process is to be applied to the Goods by the Seller in accordance with a speciﬁcation submitted by the Buyer, the Buyer shall indemnify the Seller against all loss, damages, costs and expenses awarded against or incurred by the Seller in connection
with or paid or agreed to be paid by the Seller in settlement of any claim for infringement of any patent, copyright, design, trade mark or other industrial or intellectual property rights of any other person which results from the Seller’s use of the Buyer’s speciﬁcation. 3.5 The Seller reserves the right to make any changes
in the speciﬁcation of the Goods which are required to conform with any applicable statutory or EC requirements or, where the Goods are to be supplied to the
Seller’s speciﬁcation, which do not materially affect their quality or performance. 3.6 No order which has been accepted by the Seller may be cancelled by the
Buyer except with the agreement in writing of the Seller and on terms that the Buyer shall indemnify the Seller in full against all loss (including loss of proﬁt),
costs (including the cost of all labour and materials used), damages, charges and expenses incurred by the Seller as a result of cancellation.
4 Price of the goods. 4.1 The price of the Goods shall be the Seller’s quoted price or, where no price has been quoted (or a quoted price is no longer valid), the
price listed in the Seller’s published price list current at the date of acceptance of the order. Where the Goods are supplied for export from the United Kingdom,
the Seller’s published export price list shall apply. All prices quoted are valid for 30 days only or until earlier acceptance by the Buyer, after which time they may
be altered by the Seller without giving notice to the Buyer. 4.2 The Seller reserves the right, by giving notice to the Buyer at any time before delivery to increase
the price of the Goods to reﬂect any increase in the cost to the Seller which is due to any factor beyond the control of the Seller such as, without limitation, any
foreign exchange ﬂuctuation, currency regulation, alteration of duties, signiﬁcant increase in the costs of labour, materials or other costs of manufacture), any
change in delivery dates, quantities or speciﬁcations for the Goods which is requested by the Buyer, or any delay caused by any instructions of the Buyer or
failure of the Buyer to give the Seller adequate information or instructions. 4.3 Except as otherwise stated under the written terms of any quotation or in any price
list of the Seller, and unless otherwise agreed in writing between the Buyer and the Seller, all prices are given by the Seller on an ex works basis, and where
the Seller agrees to deliver the Goods otherwise than at the Seller’s premises, the Buyer shall be liable to pay the Seller’s charges for transport, packaging
and insurance and any other trading costs. 4.4 The price is exclusive of any applicable value added tax, which the Buyer shall be additionally liable to pay to
the Seller. 4.5 The cost of pallets and returnable containers will be charged to the Buyer in addition to the price of the Goods, but full credit will be given to the
Buyer provided they are returned undamaged to the Seller before the due payment date.
5 Terms of payment. 5.1 Subject to any special terms agreed in writing between the Buyer and the Seller, the Seller shall be entitled to invoice the Buyer for
the price of the Goods on or at any time after delivery of the Goods, unless the Goods are to be collected by the Buyer or the Buyer wrongfully fails to take
delivery of the Goods, in which event the Seller shall be entitled to invoice the Buyer for the price at any time after the Seller has notiﬁed the Buyer that the
Goods are ready for collection or (as the case may be) the Seller has tendered delivery of the Goods. 5.2 Provided no previous invoice is overdue, the Buyer
shall be entitled to a prompt payment discount of 1.75% of the price of the goods (excluding any charge for transport, packaging or insurance) for payment
within 28 days of the date of the Seller’s invoice. 5.3 The Buyer shall pay the price of the Goods (less any discount to which the Buyer is entitled, but without
any other deduction) within 30 days of the date of the Seller’s invoice, and the Seller shall be entitled to recover the price, notwithstanding that delivery may
not have taken place and the property in the Goods has not passed to the Buyer. The time of payment of the price shall be of the essence of the Contract.
Receipts for payment will be issued only upon request. 5.4 If the Buyer fails to make any payment on the due date then, without prejudice to any other right or
remedy available to the Seller, the Seller shall be entitled to: 5.4.1 cancel the contract, or suspend any further deliveries to the Buyer; 5.4.2 appropriate any
payment made by the Buyer to such of the Goods (or the goods supplied under any other contract between the Buyer and the Seller) as the Seller may think
ﬁt nothwithstanding any purported appropriation by the Buyer); and 5.4.3 unless at a rate permitted by statute (if higher) charge the Buyer interest (both before
and after any judgement) on the amount unpaid, at the rate of 5 per cent per annum above Lloyds TSB Bank base rate from time to time, until payment in full
is made (a part of a month being treated as a full month for the purpose of calculating interest).
6 Delivery. 6.1 Delivery of the Goods shall be made by the Buyer collecting the Goods at the Seller’s premises at any time after the Seller has notiﬁed the Buyer
that the Goods are ready for collection, or if some other place for delivery is agreed by the Seller, by the Seller delivering the Goods to that place. 6.2 Any dates
quoted for delivery of the Goods are approximate only and the Seller shall not be liable for any delay in delivery of the Goods however caused. Time for delivery
shall not be of the essence of the Contract unless previously agreed by the Seller in writing. The Goods may be delivered by the Seller in advance of the quoted
delivery date upon giving reasonable notice to the Buyer. 6.3 Where the Goods are to be delivered in instalments, each delivery shall constitute a separate
contract and failure by the Seller to deliver any one or more of the instalments in accordance with these Conditions or any claim by the Buyer in respect of any
one or more instalments shall not entitle the Buyer to treat the Contract as a whole as repudiated. 6.4 If the Seller fails to deliver the Goods (or any instalment)
for any reason other than any cause beyond the Seller’s reasonable control or the Buyer’s fault, and the Seller is accordingly liable to the Buyer, the Seller’s
liability shall be limited to the excess (if any) of the cost to the Buyer (in the cheapest available market) of similar goods to replace those not delivered over the
price of the Goods. 6.5 If the Buyer fails to take delivery of the Goods or fails to give the Seller adequate delivery instructions at the time stated for delivery
(otherwise than by reason of any cause beyond the Buyer’s reasonable control or by reason of the Seller’s fault) then, without prejudice to any other right or
remedy available to the Seller, the Seller may: 6.5.1 store the goods until actual delivery and charge the Buyer for the reasonable costs (including insurance)
of storage; or 6.5.2 sell the Goods at the best price readily obtainable and (after deducting all reasonable storage and selling expenses) account to the Buyer
for the excess over the price under the Contract or charge the Buyer for any shortfall below the price under the Contract.
7 Risk and property. 7.1 Risk of damage to or loss of the Goods shall pass to the Buyer: 7.1.1 in the case of Goods to be delivered at the Seller’s premises, at
the time when the Seller notiﬁes the Buyer that the Goods are available for collection; or 7.1.2 in the case of Goods to be delivered otherwise than at the Seller’s
premises, at the time of delivery or, if the Buyer wrongfully fails to take delivery of the Goods, the time when the Seller has tendered delivery of the Goods. 7.2
Notwithstanding delivery and the passing of risk in the Goods, or any other provision of these Conditions, the property in the Goods shall not pass to the Buyer
until the Seller has received in cash or cleared funds payment in full of the price of the Goods and all other goods agreed to be sold by the Seller to the Buyer
for which payment is then due. 7.3 Until such time as the property in the Goods passes to the Buyer, the Buyer shall hold the Goods as the Seller’s ﬁduciary
agent and bailee, and shall keep the Goods so far as it may be within its power or control, separate from those of the Buyer and third parties and properly stored,
protected and insured and identiﬁed as the Seller’s property. 7.4 Until such time as the property in the Goods passes to the Buyer (and provided the Goods
are still in existence and capable of removal without damage to property the Seller shall be entitled at any time to require the Buyer to deliver up the Goods to
the Seller and, if the Buyer fails to do so forthwith, to enter upon any premises of the Buyer or any third party where the Goods are stored and repossess the
Goods. 7.5 The Buyer shall not be entitled to pledge or in any way charge by way of security for any indebtedness any of the Goods which remain the property
of the Seller until payment, but if the Buyer does so all monies owing to the Seller shall (without prejudice to any of the right or remedy of the Seller) become
immediately due and payable. Until payment the Buyer shall not be entitled to sell or attempt to sell any goods.
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8 Warranties and liability. 8.1 Subject to the conditions set out below the Seller warrants that the Goods will correspond with their speciﬁcation at the time
of delivery and will be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 12 months from the date of their initial use or 12 months from delivery,
whichever is the ﬁrst to expire. 8.2 The above warranty is given by the Seller subject to the following conditions: 8.2.1 the Seller shall be under no liability in
respect of any defect in the Goods arising from any drawing, design or speciﬁcation supplied by the Buyer, 8.2.2 the Seller shall be under no liability in respect
of any defect arising from fair wear and tear, wilful damage, negligence, abnormal working conditions, failure to follow the Seller’s instructions (whether oral
or in writing), misuse or alteration or repair of the Goods without the Seller’s approval; 8.2.3 the Seller shall be under no liability under the above warranty (or
any other warranty, condition or guarantee) if the total price for the Goods has not been paid by the due date for payment; 8.2.4 the above warranty does not
extend to parts, materials or equipment not manufactured by the Seller, in respect of which the Buyer shall only be entitled to the beneﬁt of any such warranty or
guarantee as is given by the manufacturer to the Seller 8.3 Subject as expressly provided in these Conditions, and except where the Goods are sold to a person
dealing as a consumer (within the meaning of the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977), all warranties, conditions or other terms implied by statute or common law
are excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law. 8.4 Where the Goods are sold under a consumer transaction (as deﬁned by the Consumer Transactions
(Restrictions on Statements) Order 19076) the statutory rights of the Buyer are not affected by these Conditions 8.5 Any claim by the Buyer which is based
on any defect in the quality or condition of the Goods or their failure to correspond with speciﬁcation shall (whether or not delivery is refused by the Buyer) be
notiﬁed to the Seller within 7 days from the date of delivery or (where the defect or failure was not apparent on reasonable inspection) within a reasonable time
after discovery of the defect or failure. If delivery is not refused and the Buyer does not notify the Seller accordingly, the Buyer shall not be entitled to reject
the Goods and the Seller shall have no liability for such defect or failure, and the Buyer shall be bound to pay the price as if the Goods had been delivered in
accordance with the Contract. 8.6 Where any valid claim in respect of any of the Goods which is based on any defect in the quality or condition of the Goods
or their failure to meet speciﬁcation is notiﬁed to the Seller in accordance with these Conditions, the Seller shall be entitled to replace the Goods (or the part in
question) free of charge or, at the Seller’s sole discretion, refund to the Buyer the price of the Goods (or a proportionate part of the price), but the Seller shall
have no further liability to the Buyer. 8.7 Except in respect of death or personal injury caused by the Seller’s negligence, the Seller shall not be liable to the
Buyer by reason of any representation (unless fraudulent) or any implied warranty, condition or other term, or any duty at common law, or under the express
terms of the Contract, for any indirect, special or consequential loss or damage (whether caused by the negligence of the Seller, its employees or agents or
otherwise) which arise out of or in connection with the supply of the Goods or their use or resale by the Buyer, and the entire liability of the Seller under or in
connection with the Contract shall not exceed the price of the Goods, except as expressly provided in these Conditions. 8.8 The Seller shall not be liable to
the Buyer or be deemed to be in breach of the Contract by reason of any delay in performing, or any failure to perform, any of the Seller’s obligations in relation to the Goods, if the delay or failure was due to any cause beyond the Seller’s reasonable control. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, the
following shall be regarded as causes beyond the Seller’s reasonable control: 8.8.1 Act of God, explosion, ﬂood, tempest, ﬁre or accident; 8.8.2 War or threat
of war, sabotage, insurrection, civil disturbance or requisition; 8.8.3 Acts, restrictions, regulations, bye-laws, prohibitions or measures of any kind on the part
of any governmental, parliamentary or local authority; 8.8.4 Import or export regulations or embargoes; 8.8.5 Strikes, lock-outs or other industrial actions or
trade disputes (whether involving employees of the Seller or of a third party); 8.8.6 Difﬁculties in obtaining raw materials, labour, fuel, parts or machinery; 8.8.7
Power failure or breakdown in machinery
9 Indemnity 9.1 If any claim is made against the Buyer that the Goods infringe or that their use or resale infringes the patent, copyright, design, trade mark or
other industrial or intellectual property rights of any other person, then unless the claim arises from the use of any drawing, design or speciﬁcation supplied by
the Buyer, the Seller shall indemnify the Buyer against all loss, damages, costs and expenses awarded against or incurred by the Buyer in connection with the
claim, or paid or agreed to be paid by the Buyer in settlement of the claim, provided that: 9.1.1 the Seller is given full control of any proceedings or negotiations
in connection with any such claim 9.1.2 the Buyer shall give the Seller all reasonable assistance for the purposes of any such proceedings or negotiations;
9.1.3 except pursuant to a ﬁnal award, the Buyer shall not pay or accept any such claim, or compromise any such proceedings without the consent of the Seller
(which shall not be unreasonably withheld) 9.1.4 the Buyer shall do nothing which would or might vitiate any policy of insurance or insurance cover which the
Buyer may have in relation to such infringement, and this indemnity shall not apply to the extent that the Buyer recovers any sums under any such policy or
cover (which the Buyer shall use its best endeavours to do); 9.1.5 the Seller shall be entitled to the beneﬁt of, and the Buyer shall accordingly account to the
Seller for, all damages and costs (if any) awarded in favour of the Buyer which are payable by, or agreed with the consent of the Buyer (which consent shall
not be unreasonably withheld) to be paid by, any other party in respect of any such claim; and 9.1.6 without prejudice to any duty of the Buyer at common law
the Seller shall be entitled to require the Buyer to take such steps as the Seller may reasonably require to mitigate or reduce any such loss, damages, costs or
expenses for which the Seller is liable to indemnify the Buyer under this clause.
10 Insolvency of buyer 10.1 This clause applies if: 10.1.1 the Buyer makes any voluntary arrangement with its creditors or (being an individual or ﬁrm) becomes
bankrupt or (being a company) becomes subject to an administration order or goes into liquidation (otherwise than for the purposes of amalgamation or reconstruction); or 10.1.2 an encumbrancer takes possession, or a receiver is appointed, of any of the property or assets of the Buyer; or 10.1.3 the Buyer ceases, or
threatens to cease, to carry on business; or 10.1.4 the Seller reasonably apprehends that any of the events mentioned above is about to occur in relation to the
Buyer and notiﬁes the Buyer accordingly 10.2 If this clause applies then, without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to the Seller, the Seller shall
be entitled to cancel the Contract or suspend any further deliveries under the Contract without any liability to the Buyer, and if the Goods have been delivered
but not paid for The price shall become immediately due and payable notwithstanding any previous agreement or arrangement to the contrary.
11 Export terms. 11.1 In these Conditions ‘Incoterms’ means the international rules for the interpretation of trade terms of the International Chamber of Commerce as in force at the date when the Contract is made. Unless the context otherwise requires, any term or expression which is deﬁned in or given a particular
meaning by the provisions of Incoterms shall have the same meaning in these Conditions, but if there is any conﬂict between the provisions of Incoterms and
these Conditions, the latter shall prevail. 11.2 Where the Goods are supplied for export from the United Kingdom, the provisions of this clause 11 shall (subject
to any special terms agreed in writing between the Buyer and the Seller) apply notwithstanding any other provision of these Conditions. 11.3 The Buyer shall be
responsible for complying with any legislation or regulations governing the importation of the Goods into the country of destination and for the payment of any
duties on them. 11.4 Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the Buyer and the Seller, the Goods shall be delivered F.O.B. the air or sea port of shipment
and the Seller shall be under no obligation to give notice under section 32(3) of the Sale of Goods Act 1979. 11.5 The Buyer shall be responsible for arranging
for testing and inspection of the Goods at the Seller’s premises before shipment. The Seller shall have no liability for any claim in respect of any defect in the
Goods which would be apparent on inspection and which is made after shipment, or in respect of any damage during transit. 11.6 Payment of all amounts due
to the Seller shall be made by irrevocable Letter of Credit opened by the Buyer in favour of the Seller and conﬁrmed by a bank in England acceptable to the
Seller or, if the Seller has agreed in writing on or before acceptance of the Buyer’s order to waive this requirement, by acceptance by the Buyer and delivery
to the Seller of a bill of exchange drawn on the Buyer payable 60 days after sight to the order of the Seller at such branch of Lloyds TSB Bank in England as
may be speciﬁed in the Bill of Exchange. 11.7 The Buyer undertakes not to offer the goods for resale in England Wales Scotland and Northern Ireland or any
other country notiﬁed by the Seller to the Buyer at or before the time the Buyer’s order is placed, or to sell the goods to any person if the Buyer knows or has
reason to believe that that person intends to resell the goods in any such country.
12 General. 12.1 Any notice required or permitted to be given by either party to the other under these Conditions shall be in writing addressed to that other
party at its registered ofﬁce or principal place of business or such other address as may at the relevant time have been notiﬁed pursuant to this provision to the
party giving the notice. 12.2 No waiver by the Seller of any breach of the Contract by the Buyer shall be considered as a waiver of any subsequent breach of
the same of any other provision. 12.3 If any provision of these Conditions is held by any competent authority to be invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part
the validity of the other provisions of these Conditions and the remainder of the provision in question shall not be affected. 12.4 The Contract shall be governed
by the laws of England, and the Buyer agrees to submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.
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Lumitron Lighting (Services) Ltd
Unit 31 The Metro Centre
Tolpits Lane, Watford
Herts, WD18 9UD
Tel. +44 (0) 1923 226222
Fax. +44 (0) 1923 211300
sales@lumitron.co.uk
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